
Set up how ever many barriers (or sticks) are needed in zone for
warmup, try to keep 2-3 players in line for proper work:rest ratio.
Below are some example of types of skating drills, each player should
complete 2.5 laps to end up on far side of barrier when �nished. Can
use sticks instead of barriers, even partnering kids up and using 2 sticks
end to end.

Forwards/backwards pivot (make sure kids are starting on

opposite side of barriers so they are turning both ways)

Forwards with tight turns, touch the barrier with inside hand-

both skates on the ice, lead with stick and keep it on the ice

Step over barrier and mohawk turn �gure 8- heel to heel around

turn, open hips up. ( Open Hips - Open Feet - 10 & 2 Technique |

Ice Hockey Skill Breakdown (icehockeysystems.com)

<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/skill-

breakdowns/open-hips-open-feet-10-2> )

Player explodes from line and does �gure 8 around tires always facing
the net. Then cut to the net, jump over barrier then receive pass from
coach for shot on goal. 
Progression:

Add a second player   who mirrors from the other side and

have crash the net for a rebound. 

Add other obstacles for agility

Replace coach with player passing. Have passer pressure

shooter and create 1v1/2v1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=93sOVG6KnL0&feature=youtu.be

Key Points

Edgework, skating, shooting
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Theme- Forecheck. Read situation- support/outnumber, mirror the puck

Free play 3 mins

Barrier Skating 5 mins

Air it out 8 mins
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Break kids up so 4-5 are in the "out�eld" and 2-3 are "at bat." Can
change this so there are two equal teams or whatever keeps kids active.
Player at bat passes the puck anywhere in the zone and races to skate
around cones and back to goalline. Players in out�eld must complete 2
passes before shot on goal.
To get batter out they must score (or just get shot on goal) before the
player crosses the goal line. For a "homerun" batter makes it all the way
back to goal line or goalie freezes the puck. Keep score if teams are
even numbers. 
Progressions:

Change number of passes required before shot can be taken (0-

everyone must touch the puck)

Change skating technique for the batter

Require certain types of passes for �elders

Place a coach or obstacles in the �eld to increase awareness

Key Points

Players in the out�eld need to move around to be an option for a

pass, can follow puck up to net for rebounds.

Be in a good position to get a pass, move towards the net.

Change players around so everyone can bat.

Coach marks out 4 "safe areas" (can be with cones, or just make an X on
the ice). Players play 2v2 in zone and try to make passes to their
teammates in the safe areas. Coaches will need to introduce pucks
whenever one goes out of play. Every time they complete a pass that
team gets a point, compete for 30ish seconds and keep score for who
wins. Team can maintain possession for as long as they want in the
playing area.
Progressions:

Add obstacles in the playing area

Change up playing style, 1v1, 2v2, 3v3

Add a goalie, after X many passes team can shoot on goal

Key Points

Heads up playing

Moving to open ice, minimize standing around.

Drill starts on movement, when they pivot backwards 1 dumps
the puck in and 2 attacks the defending player looking to create
separation and 1 skates in looking for the puck both are attacking
the net on the turnover

Key Points

First player in is looking to make a play on the puck (older

players separate body from the puck, younger to angle

properly)

Baseball 8 mins

Four Corner Possession 8 mins

2 for a turnover 8 mins
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Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Players start below the nets on opposite sides of the zone. Three
players from one team  take the puck and skate behind the far net.
The puck must get behind the net but all three players don't have to go
around the net but must go below the imaginary goal line. The players
from the other team forecheck and take away the lanes. Players play
3v3.
Progression: Coach passes the puck to either line to decide who is
offense and defense. Players must react to pass to play offense or
defense appropriately. 

Key Points

D gain defensive side body position, move feet to play body on

body, protect the middle of the ice

F sprint to support puck carrier, be ready to go North as fast as

possible

Breakout v Forecheck 8 mins
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

NZ Forecheck Game 10 mins
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